
DENSITY, MASS AND VOLUME - PRACTICE QUESTIOIVS
CALCULATOR ALLOWED

1.

A marble has a mass of 5 grams and a volume of 2 cras.

Work out the density of the marbie, in g/cms.
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2.
A block of wood has a density of 0.75 g/cm3 and a volurne of 120 cm3.

Work out the mass of the block of wood, in grams.
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3.
A brick has a density of 500 kg/m3 and arrrass of 1O.5 kilograms.

Work out the volume of the brick, in m3.

ro,5 +50() = a,ozl m3

4.
A metal rod has a mass of 15O grarns and a volume of 25 cme.

Work out the density of the rod, in g/m3.

15S 7 zE = 6 3/*\



5.
A gold bar has a density of 19 g/cms and a mass of 9,5O0 grams.

Work out the volume of the gold bar, in cm3.

qSso + m * S0O u,43

6.
A piece of aluminium has a density of 2.6 glcrn3 and a volume of 15 cm3'

Work out the mass of the aluminium, in grams.

7, G X 15+ 31 g/rqrvrs

7.
A cricket ball has a density of 0.8 glcms and a mass of 165 grams"

Work out the volurne of the cricket bal1, in cm3.

I6E+ O,8: 2-D6,ZScr^1

8.
A piece of carbon has a density of 2.2 g/crrrl and a volurne of 70 crrr3 "

Work out the mass of the piece of carbon, in grams.

7,LX7O = t5+ gltrnS

9.
A cube has side length 8 cm and has a mass of 960 grarns.

Work out the density of the cutre, in gf crn3.

rJ o\,tl,nn qr- 83 = S lZ c,}'nj

q60 + 5 lLa ,,875 3/ ffnj
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10.
Pictured below is a block of wood.

The biock has a mass of 288 grams.

Work out the density of the block of wood, in g/cm3.

12 cm

Vol,lrrn?=* 5x lLx+= ZlrOe-rnj

X,BBreh0= t.2-S/cnf

11.
Pictured below is a metal sheet.

L.2 cm

The density of the metal sheet is 5.5 glcm3.

Work out the mass of the metal sheet, in grams. * 
*

Votrx,rrrr e = 1,2-X tt};; iS =. 1S 6 fma

156X5,5= *,)EBgro.rns



12.
Pictured below are two blocks - Block A and Biock B'

4.4 cm

Block A

8.8 cm

2.7 cm

Block B

Block A is made from tin and Block B is made from tungsten.

Tin has a density of 7.3 glcms.
Tlrngsten has a density of 19.3 g/cn3.

Which block has the largest mass - Block A or Block B?
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13.
Pictured below is a block of wood'

The block of wood has a mass of 980 grams.

work out the density of the block of wood, to 2 decimai places.

Vo\..,.ma-t = tEI31
ArL

x3=titl c,m3
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14.
Pictured below is a neetal cylinder.

2.9 m

The rylinder has a mass of 21,OOO kilograms.

Work out the density of the cylinder, in kg/m3.
Give your answer to 4 signilicant figures.

R&cltqs = L,1*Z=- l, + 5 rn
YoLr*rrvr Q--- 'lT X t,? s L yl,+ = $,2-+J ^^j
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15.
Pictured below is a block of rnood.

3.6 m

The density of the wood is 540 kglm3.
The block has a mass of 28,000 kg.

Find x, to 2 significant figures.
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16.
Pictured below is a cube.

The cube has a rnass of 6.5 kilograms and a density of 15.4 g/cm3.

Find the side length of the cube, to 2 significant figures.

VoLr,,rxTr-D -- 6r S gO+ l5,lt= \L2 ' o 11q i,Dr c;y13

si\zlargta'-23@
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17.
Pictured below is a triangular prism.

t,f, Im t,L
The triangular prism has a mass af72O kilograms and. a density of {g/cm3.

Find x, to 2 significant figures.

VoLu*rrg = ?z-D1ooo+ l'2-
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18.
Pictured below is a cylinder.

1.1 m

Nicola is trying to work out whether the cylinder is made of silicon or carbon.

The d.ensity of silicon is 2.33 glcm3 and the density of carbon ts 2.26 glcm3.

The cyiinder has a mass af 712 kilograrns.

Which material do you think the cylinder is made of.)

ncr}.ius = Z+ +Z = la. crrn
VoUwle = ftX
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L9.
Pictured below are two solids - Solid A and Solid B.

Solid A

68 cm

Solid A has a density of L.7 g/cm3.
Solid B has a density of 2,750 kg/m3.

Which solid has the largest mass - Solid A or Solid B?

A : Vota,r'rmQ. = 36)t6BX\l= ZG rqLgcfiS
F4 qr6S = eB ;128x t.? = \5 ra 71 "5 Sttvh!
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20.
Material A has a density of 2.64 glcms.
Material B has a density of 1.91 g/cms.

2 kilograms of Material A and 95O grams of Material B form Material C.

Work out the density of Material C, to 2 decimatplaces.

[ : Vo\,r,r.,rrrrt =- Z / OOO * 2 . 6k = ? 5 7. i ? w3
B : Vo\r,tsrnL=- 1So i t'ql = +11 ,382t1q 6"m3

e ', Vo\^&rh€= ?57,51+ +a1,3tZ1qq
z ltL=4.q511 51 srn3

1rf\a,6s, = l10os + qso -- 2r9: 0 S,rarvrs

Dryryr fu = 2 fiEo + t t La+, qE fi E7

2L.
Liquid A has a densit5r of 1.O8 glcms.
Liquid B has a density of x g/cm3.

75O cm3 of Liquid A is mixed witJ: ggo cm3 of Liquid B to form Liquid C.
The mass of Liquid C is 1.7 kilograms.

Find the density of Liquid B, to 2 decimal places.
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